

	name: Elliott Harper
	date: 21/02/2016
	Event: International Carpet Challenge (ICC)
	Weather: 
	Result: TQ and Win
	chassis: Standard Carbon
	motor pos: Yes
	Top pDeck: 2.5mm with both posts
	shell: Protoform Speed 6 Lightweight
	wing: Schumacher U5120
	esc: LRP Flow
	servo: Sanwa
	rec: Sanwa
	cells: LRP 5600 LCG
	cell pos: Yes
	grip: Yes
	layout: Yes
	surface: Yes
	condition: Off
	temp box: Off
	temp txt: 
	venue: Yes
	notes: - Cut wishbones front and rear- Wishbone braces FF and RR- Twin point steering used: steering arms spaced up 1mm- 2015 shock towers
	motor: LRP X20 4.5
	rotor: Standard 12.5mm
	timing: 27.5
	pitch: Yes
	spur: 118
	pinion: 27
	wheels: Ride REX30
	tyres: Pre-built
	inserts: Pre-built
	additive: 
	fr add time: 25
	rr add time: 25
	warmers: Yes
	warm temp: 
	warm time: 
	diff: Yes
	diff oil: 
	rear camb plate: Yes
	rear arm: Yes
	rear bone: Yes
	rear bar: Yes
	rear hex: 0
	rear tower: Yes
	rear droop: 5.0
	rear ride: 5.2
	rear camber: -1.0
	rear camb wash: 1
	rr ball wash: 0.5
	rf ball wash: 0.5
	rear hub: Yes
	rear hub wash: 1
	rear wheel base: Yes
	rear cap: Yes
	rear oil: Core RC 450
	rear spring: Schumacher White
	rear piston: 3 x 1.1mm
	rear drill: Off
	rear drill dia: 
	rear shock length: 11.0
	rear rebound: 0
	spool: Yes
	fr diff oil: 1000
	front bar: Yes
	fr camber plate: Yes
	yoke: Yes
	saver: Yes
	front bone: Yes
	front hex: 0
	fr tower: Yes
	fr link wash: 0.5
	fr wash: 0.5
	ff wash: 0.5
	f droop: 3.5
	droop block: Yes
	fr ride: 5.4
	fr camber: -1.5
	fr toe: 
	fr toe out: 1
	fr out wash: 0.5
	bump steer: 0
	fr cap: Yes
	fr oil: Core RC 450
	fr spring: Schumacher White
	fr piston: 3 x 1.1mm
	fr drill: Off
	fr piston drill: 
	fr shock length: 11.0
	fr rebound: 0
	rack washer: 2
	lock: 


